Effect of pre-plant bulb dips on size 14/16 ‘Nerone’ Asiatic hybrid lily. Treatments are (L to R): Control, Bonzi at 50, 100, 200, or 300 ppm, and Sumagic at 2.5, 5, 7.5 or 10 ppm given as a 10 minute dip. Image 0903.

Effect of pre-plant bulb dips on size 14/16 ‘Nerone’ asiatic hybrid lily. 2004. Treatments are (L to R): Control, Bonzi at 50, 100, 200, or 300 ppm, Sumagic at 2.5, 5, 7.5 or 10 ppm, and TopFlor at 10 or 50 ppm, given as a 1 minute dip. Image 0587.